April 13th, 2019 - But in the opinion of Deputy Chairman of the Board of “National Agency for the Development of Local Content “NADLoC” JSC Ruslan Dzhamenkov at the same time these measures are mainly aimed at meeting the needs of large customers in the face of subsoil users national and holding companies state bodies backbone enterprises.

January 31st, 2019 - Eco-friendly electric cars to.

March 21st, 2019 - The Committee for Technical Regulation and Metrology reported on innovations in the import and export of precious stones to the territory of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

April 12th, 2019 - Italian Kazakh Chamber of Commerce CCIK Chairman of Nadloc the national agency for the development of local content The industrial growth of Kazakhstan is focused on seven industrial clusters: Oil and Gas, Agribusiness, Logistics, e-Transports, Construction materials, Mechanics, and metallurgy, Tourism, and Consumer goods manufacturing.

April 15th, 2019 - “National Agency for Development of Local Content Joint Stock Company NADLoC announces the start of acceptance of applications from industrial innovation activity entities for compensation of part of costs incurred in certification of goods, works, services, and quality management systems in conformity with internationally recognized standards applicable in Kazakhstan under the legislation.


August 24th, 2018 - If we take the figures at the end of 2017 the share of local content in the procurement of subsoil users national and systemically important companies was 21.3 percent for light industry 9.

April 17th, 2019 - Local-content NADLOC is the Kazakh government body coordinating local content growth. To develop beyond the current industries to produce more local sourced raw materials and products Government Incentives The Kazakh government is advertising for tax breaks and subsidies for development of industry within the country.

April 19th, 2019 - National Agency for the development of local content NADLoC Rzabek Artygaliev General Manager Government and Public Affairs TCO Local Content Development in TCO Sanzhar Kettebekov Director General Almaty Innovative Technologies Park.
Kazakh British oil and gas forum to be held in Atyrau
October 18th, 2012 - The third Kazakh British oil logistics forum will be held in Atyrau Western Kazakhstan Oct 30 31 JSC National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoC said The main objective of

**Local Content in Kazakhstan New Level and New Challenges**
April 3rd, 2019 – The report of Kairat Bekturgenev, CEO of JSC National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoC was a central point of the session that set the tone for further debates. According to him, the total annual volume of procurements of goods, works, and services by companies fell under the monitoring for the local content. LC is more

**MACHTEX About Exhibition**
April 16th, 2019 – MACHTEX is a unique industrial event for the development of business relationships and attraction of investment in the textile industry of Kazakhstan. The importance and the need for such an event were supported by the Akimat of the South Kazakhstan region, which acts as co-organizer of the “MACHTEX” Forum and Exhibition.

**Kazakhstan Local Content Policy and Extracting Sector**
April 11th, 2019 – This seminar is dedicated to the local content capacity development issues and policies in the Republic of Kazakhstan and other resource-rich countries. It is designed by the Kazakh British Centre for Competitiveness of KBTU and Henley Business School of the University of Reading with participation of the JSC “National agency for local content development”

**KAZSERVICE Kazservice**
April 17th, 2019 – The Association cooperates with the state bodies represented by the Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Kazakhstan Samruk Kazyna Contract LLP, the National Agency for the development of local content—NADLoC—, and the “Contract Agency”.

**Astana Auto Show Features Eco Friendly Innovations**
The October 15th, 2013 – The auto show was organized by the international exhibition company Expo Group and was supported by the Ministry of Industry and New Technologies of Kazakhstan KAZNEX INVEST as well as by the National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoC.

**BUSINESS PROGRAM Of the II International Forum Eurasian Week**
April 13th, 2019 – 2 and results. Moderator: Vladimir Basko, Chairman of the Committee on the digital agenda of the Business Council of the Eurasian Economic Union CEO of “Infopark” scientific and technological Association

**Adding Value In Country glccouncil.org**
April 14th, 2019 – Adding Value In Country – A selection of local content country case studies. Committing to building capabilities locally, both people and businesses doesn’t just happen overnight. A strong content policy adapts with industry changes, foreign investment demands, and in-country development needs over the long term.

**Delegation from JSC NADLoC visited SEZ Ontustik**
April 16th, 2019 – On May 24, 2018 the delegation headed by the Deputy Chairman of the Board of JSC National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoC Zakiryanova Aigul Zhantasovna visited the Special Economic Zone Ontustik. The guests got acquainted with the activities of enterprises located on the territory of the Ontustik SEZ.
Meruyert Karimova General Manager Analysis strategic
March 22nd, 2019 – Meruyert Karimova General Manager at National Agency for Development of Local Content JSC NADLoC Location Kazakhstan Industry Investment Management

5th Kazakhstan UK Supply Chain Forum takes place in Atyrau
December 17th, 2013 – 5th Kazakhstan UK Supply Chain Forum takes place in Atyrau contribute to the sustainable development of local content in Kazakhstan the commitment of NADLoC to provide practical expert

MACHTEX Main
April 12th, 2019 – MACHTEX creates a business atmosphere for communication for more than 5000 industry professionals MACHTEX is the best platform for presenting new products and innovations in South Kazakhstan 90 of exhibitors and visitors consider MACHTEX as important tool in the development of business

OECD Kazakhstan Mining Competitiveness Project Enhancing
March 24th, 2019 – This legislation is administered by NADLoC National Agency for Development of Local Content Joint Stock Company with a representative at the workshop Further information concerning both October s telephone conference and this month s workshop will be provided in additional blogs OECD Project Factsheet

Preferences in SEZ
April 13th, 2019 – Other preferences in SEZ Simplified procedure for hiring foreign workers No custom duties when importing goods in SEZ Free land lot for up to 10 years for goods fully consumed during realization of activities corresponding to purposes of creation of the SEZ and included in the list of goods established by the government of Kazakhstan

V Forum of Kazakhstan Machinery Manufacturers Esteri
March 12th, 2019 – V Forum of Kazakhstan Machinery Manufacturers September 20-21 2017 Astana Kazakhstan Sectional industry meetings based on the priority areas of mechanical engineering – Day 1 Date Wednesday September 20 2017

WPC EXPERT WORKSHOP “Local content development and
April 18th, 2019 – in the local content development hence the Expert Workshop included the experts from the following organisations DNV GL Oil and Gas A T Kearney MOL Group Shell International Exploration amp Production B V Boston Consulting Group PSA LLP National Agency for Local Content Development NADLoC Ministry of Energy of the

KPO held local content forum “Karachaganak Expansion
April 9th, 2019 – KPO held local content forum “Karachaganak Expansion Project Stage 1” the Ministry of Investment and Development Akimat of the West Kazakhstan Oblast WKO KAZENERGY Association NADLoC Agency the RoK Union of Machinery Manufactures and Service Companies as well as leadership of the PSA Authority KPO Partners and more than one

Kazakh Local Content Upstream Oil and Gas Technical Services
April 8th, 2019 – Upstream Oil and Gas Technical Services Boris Aronstein Managing Partner PERFORMANCE OF OBLIGATIONS REGARDING LOCAL CONTENT IN TERMS
April 13th, 2019 – The company is fully resident and included in “Samruk Kazyna” fund list of potential service providers with registration 4263 and also has been registered in the list of service providers of National Agency of development of local content – NADLoC.

March 30th, 2019 – He recalled that on February 3, 2017 at an enlarged meeting of the Government the Head of State instructed to increase the local content at each major enterprise of the country and to establish specific target indicators in conjunction with the business for increasing the local content on each large enterprise.

March 24th, 2019 – The Russian investment forum Download Young Day Programme February 14–16 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3

April 17th, 2019 – The Special Service Centre was organised by Damu Entrepreneurship Development Fund KAZNEX INVEST, the National Agency for Technological Development Kazakhstan, Centre of Public Private Partnership, Kazakhstan Institute for Industry Development, Atyrau region Chamber of Entrepreneurs and National Agency for Local Content Development NADLoC.

April 6th, 2019 – PETROLEUM Analytical journal New projects, fields’ development, production, processing and transportation of oil and gas, presentation of the companies’ statistics on the production of hydrocarbons, monitoring of investment legislation.

April 17th, 2019 – The issues of local content in goods, works, services and staff and ii procurement of solid minerals subsoil users are resolved by the MID taking into consideration the view of the National Agency on Development of Local Content JSC NADLoC.

1.3 Describe any other sources of law affecting the mining industry.

August 24th, 2018 – If we take the figures at the end of 2017 the share of local content in the procurement of subsoil users national and systemically important companies was 21.3 percent for light industry 9 percent for mechanical engineering 27.5 percent for chemical industry and 23.5 percent for the production of construction materials.

April 17th, 2019 – Opportunities for Business at Atyrau Oil & Gas ROGTEC

April 17th, 2019 – Opportunities for Business at Atyrau Oil & Gas President National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoC and Evgeny Tolmachev Deputy General Director of KazMunayGas Scientific Research Institute.

November 23rd, 2018 – p 1 special issue october 6 2011 Theca exhibition news 3 8 2 conference review 1 8 vip vip opinions 10 social events 14 geology innovation and local content kioge 19 2 it seems appropriate to start an article about the first day of the kioge conference with the words of the academic Geroy Zholtayev we are gathering at the kioge conference for the nineteenth time it should be said that it
The evaluation of local content implementation in Kazakhstan
April 10th, 2019 – THE EVALUATION OF LOCAL CONTENT IMPLEMENTATION IN KAZAKHSTAN DINA AZHGALIYEVA AND YELENA KALYUZHNOVA Henley Business School University of Reading Whiteknights PO Box 218 Reading RG6 6AA UK Abstract This paper answers the question what helps subsoil users to meet local content requirements which are set in subsoil users’ contracts

Astana Calling No 453 slideshare.net
April 11th, 2019 – Made in Kazakhstan fair to be held in Astana Mall The National Agency for the Development of Local Content NADLoc invites people to visit the “Made in Kazakhstan” fair scheduled to be held in the Astana Mall shopping centre April 23-24

“?? Forum Exchange of Subcontracts” — ?? “????????????????”
April 6th, 2019 – The organizer of the forum was – National Agency for the Development of Local Content – NADLoc – JSC of the Ministry for Investment and Development of the Republic of Kazakhstan The event was attended by the largest companies, customers, companies, subsoil users, backbone enterprises, and national companies

RK-MID offers large companies moving to subcontracting
November 25th, 2015 – National Agency for local content development NADLOC held in Astana a seminar on national industry development. Vice Minister of Investment and Development Albert Rau offered transition to cooperation between large companies on subcontracting basis. Kazpravda kz reports It is a European experience

KDR-KazService kazdr.kz
April 15th, 2019 – The Association cooperates with the state bodies represented by the Ministry of Energy of the Republic of Kazakhstan, the National Chamber of Entrepreneurs of Kazakhstan, Samruk Kazyna Contract LLP, the National Agency for the development of local content – NADLoc – and the “Contract Agency”

Zaura Kuralova Kazakhstan Professional Profile LinkedIn
March 24th, 2019 – View Zaura Kuralova’s profile on LinkedIn, the world’s largest professional community. Zaura has 8 jobs listed on their profile. See the complete profile on LinkedIn and discover Zaura’s connections and jobs at similar companies

Petrochemical Day Invest 2016 Kicks off in Atyrau The
October 3rd, 2016 – The Special Service Centre was organised by Damu Entrepreneurship Development Fund – KAZNEX INVEST, the National Agency for Technological Development Kazakhstan Centre of Public Private Partnership Kazakhstan Institute for Industry Development Atyrau region Chamber of Entrepreneurs and National Agency for Local Content Development NADLoc

Shareholders Statistics Financial Instruments Directory
April 13th, 2019 – Financial Instruments Directory ISIN and CFI Codes Directory Other Financial Instruments Directory Identification number of financial instrument Type of financial instrument Status of financial instrument Name of issuer Issuer’s entity business identification number BIN in the presence of it
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